
ACROSS
1 ___ Stadium (home of the LA Rams

and LA Chargers)
5 "You're an ___..." (comment that

prompts Shrek to retort "Oh, you were
expecting Prince Charming?")

9 One of 36 saved on my phone
10 Makes like matryoshka dolls
12 They're sold in multiples of $100,

briefly
13 ___ de Lioncourt/Louis de Pointe du

Lac (ship with 666 fanfics on Archive
of Our Own as of this puzzle's
publication)

15 "___ Pods" (2018 single by the
Unitaskers with the lyric "sitting on the
couch eating ___ pods")

16 Revolution-era rebellion leader Daniel
18 Sports apparel whose throwbacks

look either much better or much worse
(with no in-between) than their current
counterparts, for short

20 Doctor for a Dalmatian (but not the
kind of Dalmatian that 24-Across is)

21 Sold before buying, as stocks
23 Response to the clue [One of nine for

this puzzle's constructor] for the entry
TOENAIL, say

24 Dalmatian, e.g. (but not the kind of
Dalmatian that a 20-Across would take
care of)

26 Ear opening?
27 Programming language whose logo is

a two-humped Bactrian and not a
one-humped dromedary

29 1994 Walter Becker album that
contains 12 tracks

32 2001 EP by The Decemberists that
contains 6 songs

33 2014 Kashiwa Daisuke album that
contains 11 songs

34 Players in Salt Lake City's Rice
Stadium

35 1952 composition whose premiere
prompted its composer to say "They
missed the point. There's no such
thing as silence. What they thought
was silence, because they didn't know
how to listen, was full of accidental
sounds."

38 Kuwait's Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber
Al-Sabah, e.g.

39 Nervous Young ___ (Twitter account
that posts Car Seat Headrest lyrics
every few hours)

40 Jean Valjean, by another name

42 Org. whose presidential election is the
backbone of the plot of "Bad Moms"

43 Bibulous person

44 Tile that's five merges past 2048 in
the game "2048" (remember that?)

45 2004 movie that was basically about
an escape room

DOWN
1 ___ gin (liqueur that legally does not

need the word "liqueur" in its name)

2 Like some milk

3 Like some milk

4 "That startled me!"

5 Very

6 Brooklyn band whose 2021 debut
single "Disco" does not contain the
sounds of honking birds, despite their
name

7 Crossword blog feed abbreviation

8 Etui of crossword shitposting

9 Question regarding a canine
companion

11 California venue home to the biggest
pre-Kentucky Derby race

12 Twitch viewers with the lowest level of
financial support

14 Country singer that Taylor Swift
named her debut single after

15 David Bowie song whose titular device
"just stares back unblinking" (and
whose title kind of dupes 15-Down)

17 A on transcripts, often
19 Jockey clothing
21 They're a couple of bucks!
22 Search for water
25 Will who played the brother of his

then-wife Amy Poehler in 2007's
"Blades of Glory"

28 Chews vigorously
30 Dept. in which I won an Outstanding

Undergraduate Teaching Assistant
award for the only semester I taught it,
even though it wasn't one of the three
subjects I majored or minored in

31 2021 sequel whose upcoming sequel
will (I hope) be titled "Fas10 Your
Seatbelts"

35 Square of the hypotenuse of a
right-angled triangle whose legs have
lengths 11 and 18

36 "___ degrees / Burning down the
house" (lyric from the Talking Heads
song "Burning Down the House")

37 Area code for Boulder, Colorado
(hence the name of the band behind
"Don't Trust Me" and "My First Kiss")

40 Number of letters present in a
pangrammatic puzzle

41 Integer equal to x^y and y^x, for
distinct positive integers x and y

Musical Numbers Christopher Adams
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11

12 13 14

15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28

29 30 31

32 33

34 35 36 37 38

39 40 41 42

43 44 45


